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Kashka Neri, In the Middle of Nowhere, 2012, photograph, 39 ! 54 cm

The twenty-six artists presenting work in Flood 
Alert. Be Prepared have not been chosen because 
of any perceived unifying theme within their artistic 
practices but, rather, because they provide a snap-
shot of art production in a certain place at a certain 
time. They are artists bubbling up to the surface.

The Worcester ‘art-world’, if it can be described  
as such, is very far removed from the international, 
market-oriented art-worlds of London or New York; 
it nonetheless exists and it continues to expand with 
every new generation of practitioners that emerges 
from the University of Worcester. The advancement 
and sustainability of what might more accurately  
be described as the city’s nascent ‘art-worlds’ are 
significantly reliant on emergent artists’ choosing 
between flight or fight. ‘Flight’ often entails a move 
to London or another major city with an attractive 
multitude of exhibiting spaces, a developed market, 
and rich opportunities for continuing professional 
development and networking. Successful ‘fight’,  
in the art-world/s of a city such as Worcester, with 
its limited infrastructure, requires arguably more 
labour, self-determination and stamina than flight; 
and, importantly, it requires greater investment of 
time. So, how many artists does it take to fight in 
order to achieve a critical mass1 and how much time 
does it take for critical mass to form? In a recent 
discussion with the artist Jason E. Bowman about 
the evolution of the Glasgow art-world, an art scene 
with which I am very familiar, we estimated that  
it probably took only ten years, between 1985 and 

Rachel Bradley What lies 
beneath 

1. The question asked by Ruth Claxton as her artist 
contribution to the ‘Overview’ document of artist-led activity 
organised by Midwest, The Artist’s Support Agency in the  
West Midlands over a five year period from 2003 to 2008 
(Midwest, 2008).
2. See ‘Glasgow’s Turner Connection’, Charlotte Higgins,  
The Guardian, 17 October 2011.
3. See ‘Artworlds’, Howard Becker (2008: 32) Berkeley &  
Los Angeles: University of California Press.
4. See Gregory Sholette’s essay ‘Heart of Darkness: A Journey 
into the Dark Matter of the Art World’ in Visual Worlds 
(2005), eds. L. Becker, J. Hall and B. Stimson, New York  
& London: Routledge.
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1995, for the city to become an international focus 
for excellence in the visual arts. This is not to 
suggest that establishing such a reputation is an 
easy journey, but there is little doubt that the 
burgeoning of visual arts activity in Glasgow 
originated in no small part in artist-led initiatives, 
and in the quality of production and the staying-
power of graduates of Glasgow School of Art.2 

Returning to the notion of plural art-worlds, the 
artists selected for the exhibition have graduated 
from a wide range of courses including Fine Art, 
Art & Design, Illustration and Creative Digital 
Media, and their work encompasses highly  
diverse media and practices including painting, 
printmaking, installation, sculpture, photography, 
illustration, digital media and experimental film.  
All these media and practices occupy distinct 
art-worlds that coalesce around distinct modes  
of production, but their spheres of interest and 
operations are not mutually exclusive. Each forms  
in different ways, from the small, narrowly defined 
world of the artists’ collective, for example, to the 
large and broad world of international exchange 
that is contemporary art dealership.3 The artists  
in Flood Alert. Be Prepared will choose the 
art-worlds with which they wish to interface and 
work to discover that such worlds are not separate 
entities, but interdependent and co-existent.4  
It is certainly possible to occupy more than one –  
to occupy simultaneously, for example, the social 
circles of the artist-led initiative, the milieu of the 

alternative film festival and the more commercially-
oriented arena of illustration and its applications. 
Many of the artists in Flood Alert. Be Prepared 
have exploited opportunities afforded by the 
University’s The Garage studio spaces and its 
Digital Arts Centre successfully to work across 
media and forms. Stuart Layton has worked in 
painting, film and video art, Ken Omom in collage, 
drawing and sculpture, and Battenberg-Cartwright 
in film, photography and performance.

Flood Alert. Be Prepared showcases work by 
artists whose production is by no means the finished 
article. However, all have been selected because they 
have declared their intent and demonstrated their 
potential to develop their practices over a sustained 
period of time. As the title of the exhibition 
suggests, there may not be a deluge of artists in 
Worcester just yet, but optimistic forecasts indicate 
that we should be prepared. 
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The University of Worcester and Worcestershire 
County Council are delighted to be presenting 
Flood Alert. Be Prepared to celebrate the opening 
of The Hive, Worcester’s new university and public 
library. The exhibition showcases work by recent 
graduates and alumni and celebrates what they 
have achieved while studying in the city. 

Worcester has a burgeoning visual arts scene, 
rooted in diverse contemporary art practices. 
Increasingly, graduate artists are deciding to base 
themselves in the city, thereby becoming part of  
a growing infrastructure of galleries, studios, artist 
collectives, collaborative activity and professional 
development which, in turn, is helping to support 
them and their work.

The Hive is a wonderful new cultural ‘space’  
for the people of Worcester and Flood Alert. Be 
Prepared offers an opportunity for new art from  
the city to contribute to development of a new  
venue and its encouragement of new audiences  
for the contemporary arts.

Maureen Gamble
Head of Division of Art, Design & Creative Digital 
Media, University of Worcester

Stephen Wilson
County Arts Officer, Worcestershire County Council
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If nothing exists in and for itself, but is only  
the more or less ephemeral embodiment of 
activity-in-relation-to-others, then the whole 
project of classification – which groups and 
divides things according to fixed attributes – 
becomes impossible.1

Whether our concern is to inhabit this world  
or to study it – and at root these are the same, 
since all inhabitants are students and all students 
inhabitants – our task is not to take stock of its 
contents but to follow what is going on, tracing 
the multiple trails of becoming, wherever they 
lead.2

In the small cities and towns of the English  
regions, the comparative limitations of local  
enabling infrastructures and inward investment 
mean that improvisation and thrift, make-do and 
mend and the amplificatory potential of strategic 
alliance, have long since been the necessary tools  
of art practice that is consciously progressive  
and internationally extensive in its engagements. 
Hitherto arguably the creative bi-product of 
economic and cultural inequity – of the particular 
conditions in which artists and art survive in 
contexts other than those of the main urban centres 
– such approaches, ironically, now seem set to 
become the ubiquitous modi operandi of our times.

Last year, two artists brought to my attention social 
anthropologist Tim Ingold’s most recent book, from 
which I quote above. The artists were interested in 
developing a kind of ‘mass exploration’ of Worcester 
and alluded to navigation of Worcester’s most 
prominent geological feature, the River Severn,  
with its mobile, never-ending trajectory of flows  
and resistances, as a means of understanding what 
might fruitfully be the practices of ‘public art’ in 
the processes of a city’s becoming. They proposed 
public art as inhabitant study of the cumulative 
inhabiting that constitutes the city itself – as a 
collective project of following what is going on.3

Perception of a strengthening confluence of 
favourable conditions for art’s participation in the 
contemporary production of Worcester is shared by 
growing numbers of practitioners, academics, arts 
workers, citizens and institutions intent on drawing 
upon the amplificatory potential of strategic alliance 
in support of art’s consciously progressive and 
internationally extensive inhabitation. Two current 
examples of such inhabitation are the activities of 
Nathaniel Pitt’s PITT artist-led project space, often 
working with DOL (Division of Labour)), and Yoke 
and Zoom’s Movement gallery.

In 2010, Pitt collaborated with Worcester City  
Art Gallery on the ‘Worcester Open’ – an arresting 
‘take’ on the notion of open exhibitions which drew 
submitting artists into dialogue with internationally 
based curators and selectors to investigate the 
purposes and potentials of the open exhibition  
as a contemporary form. In 2011, amongst many 
other projects, he took artists’ work to Art Vilnius 
2011, developed the Supernormal Festival of live 
art, discussed with Worcester City Council an 
artists-in-residence programme to test new models 
of % for art implementation and developed his own 
work and ideas within a variety of contexts 
internationally. 

Flow diagram:
art and becoming Worcester

1. Tim Ingold, Being Alive. Essays on Movement, Knowledge 
and Description, Routledge, 2011, p.168
2. ibid, p.14
3. I am indebted to David Patten and Rob Colbourne for their 
ideas, which stimulated my approach to this article.
4. See PITT’s web site: www.pittstudio.com
5. See Movement’s web site: www.movementtimetable.com
6. Organ of Corti has been commissioned by Sustrans to  
mark the path of National Cycle Network Route 45. It won the 
2010 PRS for Music Foundation Award and is an outcome of 
Liminal’s longer-term, Wellcome Trust- and Sustrans-funded 
research project, Tranquility is a State of Mind.

Antonia Payne

Boy, 2012, photograph, 59.4 ! 84.1 cm

Herdi Ali

Born in Snuer, Kurdistan, 1978

Herdi Ali graduated in Fine Art in 2011  
and lives and works in Worcester. He works  
in photography, painting and print-making  
and is currently studying for an MA in Fine  
Art at the University of Gloucestershire.

RB I know that you also paint and make woodcuts, 
so I was interested to know what your feelings are 
towards photography as a medium?
HA In my opinion photography has its own 
language, especially when used in documentary 
forms to chronicle humanitarian efforts in war-torn 
countries. Photography, for me, equals reality in 
that it ‘frames’ exactly what happens; my work has 
associations with photojournalism in demonstrating, 
I hope, similar objectivity in recording events.  
I admire photojournalists like Don McCullin who 
have put their lives on the line by photographing 
the reality of war zones around the world. 

RB How do you choose your subject matter?
HA I come from an active political background  
in Kurdistan, which is not recognised as an 
independent state, but as part of Iraq; when  
I return there on humanitarian visits, helping  
the United Nations (UN) voluntarily with things 
like translation work, I determine to record exactly  
what is going on. I think the framing of the subject, 
which often involves portraiture of young people  
and older members of the community, is directly 
related to my deep understanding of the ongoing 
social, economic and political situation in Kurdistan.  
I am not sure that someone who wasn’t in tune  
with these contexts would, or could, take quite  
the same pictures.

RB You have said the economy of Kurdistan is 
influential in your photography. Can you explain 
what you mean?
HA Kurdistan has been a war zone, with various 
dictatorships, for around 200 years – so much so 
that I feel its whole economy is based on sustaining 
conflict and at the same time suppressing ideas  
that might lead to a change in that situation.  
In one of my photographs in this exhibition we  
see an impromptu UN school set up in the desert 
near Ranai in the Qandil mountain range, because  
the village school has been bombed out, destroying  
a site for education. It is hard to contemplate for 
societies in the west, but the reality is that many  
of the children spend their playtime collecting spent 
bombshells to sell them back for pocket money to 
the military groups who exploded them in the first 
place. Essentially, the kids are putting them back 
into the hands of the people who designed the  
shells to kill them. This is representative of a  
deeply malign economic cycle which hasn’t changed  
for 200 years. On my last visit to Kurdistan,  
I photographed a burned out library at a school  
and community centre. To me, the burned books 
(the photograph of the single book in the landscape 
is a translation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet) are 
symbolic of the continued attempt to stifle or 
obliterate opportunities and spaces for learning  
and education, ideas for change and, ultimately, 
peace in the region.

RB Can you tell me more about the photograph, 
Boy?
HA I focused on taking this portrait of the young 
boy as he stood out from the crowd because of his 
long hair, which is very unusual for Kurdish boys 
and men who keep their hair short. I guess he must 
be about seven years old, and when I saw him I  
saw myself at the same age as photographed by my 
father in the same surroundings. Other elements in 
the photograph include a tent set up as temporary 
accommodation by the UN and the corner of a blue 
petrol barrel. I have been thinking that this 
photograph could have been taken at any time  
in the past 60 years, because of these consistent 
elements that reflect the economy of Kurdistan; 
what is poignant is that the only thing that changes 
in each generation is the boy.

Bombshells, 2012, photograph, 59.4 ! 84.1 cm School, 2012, photograph, 59.4 ! 84.1 cm

This year, Pitt is making a second foray to Art 
Vilnius (Art Vilnius 12) and DOL’s project, No 
Word of a Lie, with work by Ned James & The 
Swifts, Hilary Jack, Robert Davies and the great 
nineteenth century painter of horses, George Stubbs, 
is showing in Malvern throughout June and July.4

Nina Coulson and Alex Johnson, working as 
‘artist-led family Yoke and Zoom’, finally achieved 
opening of their long-planned Movement gallery on 
Worcester Foregate railway station in October 2010. 
Describing it as a departure, a change, a stopover, 
or an arrival they identify the gallery as a point 
along a journey and a geographically democratic 
site for the production and presentation of  
art work [which] alongside its physical base [...] 
will also commission offsite projects, sometimes  
using trains and the rail network as a site  
for networking art practice across the UK,  
into Europe and beyond.5 The gallery opened with 
the first UK showing of work by New York-based 
artist Jacob Feige and never-before-seen 1960s 
documentary film footage of the making of ‘Drop 
City’, a utopian artists’ commune in the Colorado 
desert. There have followed a sequence of lively  
and productively provocative projects, from  
Marcus Coates. Self-portrait as Worcestershire, 
documenting some of Coates’ early performances,  
to Yoke and Zoom: Rural Punk, to a project with 
Freee art collective earlier this year. Movement’s 
combination of ambitious programming and 
commissioning makes for an extraordinary, ongoing 
achievement in the most unlikely of situations.

The projects and trajectories of artists such as Pitt 
and Coulson and Johnson underpin the increasing 
dynamism and ambition with which contemporary 
visual arts practices and discourse are playing  
roles in the tracing of Worcester’s contemporary 
becoming. Growing numbers of producers and 
practitioners are responding, in part at least, to  
the textures of a local ‘terrain’ in which specialist 
arts buildings are thin on the ground. In 2010 for 
example, Meadow Arts commissioned new work  
by Cornford + Cross; memorably, given Worcester’s 
associations with the English Civil War, in Turf  
the artists replaced an English formal garden  
in the grounds of The Commandery with turf 
imported from Ulster. Rob Colbourne’s 2011 
Sustrans-commissioned work (part of a wider 
project with sound artists, Liminal) explored a city 
stretch of the Severn. Colbourne’s Twenty Feet to 
an Inch involved collective citizen participation in 
field work studies of the river and its banks and 
prefaced pending installation of Liminal’s sound 
work, Organ of Corti designed to recycle unwanted 
environmental sound for the purposes of increased 
attentiveness to the soundscape of the river.6

In 2012, Colbourne, David Patten and Stuart 
Muggeridge completed the first phase of their  
Arts Council England/City Council-funded project, 
Meshworks Worcester, which they describe as 
‘investing artist thinking – R & D, action research, 
and infrastructure building – following public 
consultation on A Master Plan for Worcester 
(David Lock Associates, 2011) and alongside 
publication of the Coalition Government’s new 
National Planning Policy Framework’. University 
of Worcester graduates, Stuart Layton and Brian 
Cook, have set up is _ Space artist-studios in 
Farrier Street and, in the autumn, the University, 

Movement and Worcester City Art Gallery will 
collaborate to realise a research-based artist-in-
residence project (one of four residencies awarded by 
Turning Point West Midlands as part of its TPWM 
Projects 2012–14 programme). The partners’ 
determinedly open invitation to prospective artists 
will be to ‘offer the city as a temporary site for 
intervention, production and discourse’. 

In recent years, Worcester has made the bold 
decision to place its rapidly expanding university, 
alongside its cathedral, at the heart of its 21st 
century project. The University, in turn, has 
identified its civic interactions as integral to its 
academic project and sense of self. One outcome  
of this reciprocity is development of the first dual 
use university and county public library to be built 
in Europe. Bordering the flood plain of the river, 
The Hive is set to bring international architectural 
attention to the city. With practice and experience 
of the arts conceived as integral to its functions and 
use, the first of an aspired building-wide ‘collection’ 
of permanent and temporary commissions (Robert 
Orchardson’s Kaleidoscope; Clare Woods’ Rack 
Alley; James Fisher’s Eat the Quids and I Quaked 
Like the Ague) have been realised to celebrate its 
opening this summer. A short walk away, working 
with the University and art agent-lecturer Rachel 
Bradley, Glasgow-based artists, Sans Façon have 
developed visionary proposals for City Orchard,  
a large-scale landscaping project intended to seed 
ongoing interaction between art and food production 
in the heart of the city. City Orchard would be 
within sight of the University’s new studio complex, 
The Garage – from which the meandering flows  
of emergent international student discourse and 
production daily criss-cross those of the city’s 
inhabitant producers and researchers (their 
inhabitation the work of a day or a decade; their 
engagements as globally various in origin and 
destination as in the diversity of their situation  
and reach). 

Worcester, construed in these terms, is as much  
a temporal phenomenon as a fixed geographical 
location. Conceived as the ‘place’ of a moment,  
in which artists and visual arts producers are 
participants in the collective, cultural project  
of following what is going on, the city becomes  
a process arguably peculiarly suited to our new 
culture of make-do and mend. It is a process  
in which art ‘building’ is, necessarily for a while  
at least, less about bricks and mortar and more 
about alliances and fruitful improvisation or,  
as Ingold might put it, less about fixed attributes 
and more about our ephemeral embodiment  
of activity-in-relation-to-others.
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RB What is the inspiration for the work Tales  
from Prague?
B-C Tales from Prague takes its inspiration  
from the work of the Czech novelist and short story 
writer Franz Kafka, particularly his Metamorphosis 
in which the main protagonist, Gregor Samsa, 
awakes to find that he has turned into a giant 
insect. The intention is that the work is non-
narrative, but it attempts to draw analogies between 
incidents in Kafka’s life and those of the fictional 
travelling-salesman Samsa. The work reads as a 
series of vignettes exploring ideas that concerned 
Kafka about his parents and family, isolation, 
notions of sacrifice, the divine and the mundane. 
The still images are full of symbolic and 
mythological references inspired by Renaissance 
painting such as thistles, for example, indicating 
original sin.

RB Has studying in a place like Worcester had  
an impact on your work?
B-C If anything I think it is has made us work 
even harder in the development of our artistic 
practice, because there are so few distractions, 
unlike our experience in larger urban centres.  
We don’t watch television at all and being in 
Worcester has meant that a space or working 
environment has made itself available to us  
which has made us extremely prolific. We are  
very organised and that is why we were initially 
attracted to each other. For us, life and work  
are absolutely the same thing and our schedule  
is organised to the minute.

RB One of the aims of the eco-fashion events was 
to bring art into popular culture, in order to make 
it more accessible to the public and to blur the 
boundaries between high art and low art. I was 
interested in the relationship between these events 
and the other aspects of your artistic production.
B-C The fashion shows, as such, started out  
as costume photography and video and moved to 
what we describe as living art pieces. We quickly 
developed our skills in costume-making, in which  
we are self-taught. Then, we felt we were marrying 
popular culture, through fashion, with the making 
of art using the ‘popular’ and accessible forms  
of lens-based media. When we started the 
collaboration and became Battenberg-Cartwright 
rather than two individuals, lens-based media  
was our chosen format, because it seemed the  
most suited media for two people to be working  
in collaboratively. In this way we could deal with 
multiple ideas.

RB Is Battenberg-Cartwright an alter-ego?
B-C Our practice could easily fit into an alter-ego 
type of approach but we don’t see ourselves in that 
way at all. We are the artist Battenberg-Cartwright 
born in 2010, when we got married. We are a single 
entity. We live it in that, at home and out in public, 
it’s the same. We’d never get dressed in the morning 
without co-ordinating our outfits. Battenberg-
Cartwright is not a façade that we ‘remove’ when 
no-one is looking. We don’t put it away. We’ve 
gradually got rid of all our old clothes. We are 
definitely two halves of one whole.

As part of Flood Alert. Be Prepared Battenberg-
Cartwright will be presenting an eco-clothing 
collection at the event When Kafka met Kahlo at 
The Guildhall, Worcester on Friday 13 July. This 
new collection is based around the meeting of a 
couple that have never met, around an imaginary 
encounter between Franz Kafka and the artist, 
Frida Kahlo.

The artists have worked on producing a series of  
one off pieces created from entirely recycled fabrics, 
inspired by a collision of colour and greyscale.  
In this show, folk art, bright colours and earthy 
textures come face to face with the Kafkaesque 
– the dark and gloomy monochromes that emerge 
from the insect’s unfolding wings to bring forth 
notions of both fragility and power.

Battenberg-Cartwright

Born in Linsengericht, Germany, 29 December 2010

The artist Battenberg-Cartwright graduated in  
Fine Art in 2012 and lives and works in Worcester. 
Battenberg-Cartwright will start studying for  
an MA in Fine Art at Wimbledon College of Art  
in autumn 2012. The artist works in a variety of 
media including video, film and photography, and 
designs eco-fashion catwalk events. Battenberg-
Cartwright modelled for fashion designer, Ziad 
Ghanem in London Fashion Week in 2011 and  
will be presenting a new collection of eco-fashion  
at Berlin Fashion Week in July 2012. 

For Flood Alert. Be Prepared Battenberg-
Cartwright are exhibiting a series of seven still 
photographic images from their projected film  
work Tales from Prague (2012).

Greta, 2012, film still

The Awakening, 2012, film still

Portrait of the Mother and the Father, 2012, film still

RB Why do you choose to work using watercolour, 
which is usually considered an old-fashioned 
medium in the field of contemporary art?
RBL I do produce oil paintings and ceramic works, 
but I am interested in watercolour precisely because 
it is considered traditional and old-fashioned. I don’t 
necessarily align myself with the watercolourist 
circles that predominate in Malvern, but I am 
interested in making the medium contemporary.  
In the subject matter of the paintings, I am trying 
to introduce into the landscape a contemporary 
object or intervention – an aeroplane, cars or solar 
panels – which is intended to indicate that the work 
is very much rooted in ‘the now’.

RB In what ways does the work reflect your 
interest in ecological concerns?
RBL All the works in the exhibition are inspired  
by the landscape around the Malvern Hills.  
The Hills are designated an ‘Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty’, but I am aware that the land bears 
the marks of human intervention: it is very carefully 
managed. So, in a way, the beauty has been 
tampered with. It could be argued that land 
management, as well as industrial impact, has 
damaged the natural ecosystem and our relationship 
with the landscape. I am very interested in 
reconnecting with the natural environment through 
the landscape and have researched the area as  
a prehistoric site – something reflected in the work 
in the exhibition called This was once a forest.  
In a way, I’m dispelling the myth of the idyllic 
landscape since, in Malvern, you can hear the 
workings of heavy industry in factories and the 
military planes flying over from the local RAF 
base. There is a certain romance connected with 
landscape painting, but my point is that there  
are no romantic wildernesses anymore, and 
contemporary landscapes and environments  
are human constructs.

RB The watercolour depicting the Malvern Hills 
juxtaposed with the Alps stands out as quite an 
incongruous work. Where did the idea for it come 
from?
RBL The idea for the painting came from a  
feeling that there was something intuitively similar 
about these two very different places. By doing  
a little research I found that both places had been 
geologically formed in a similar way. This led me  
to speculate about what the Malvern Hills would  
be like if Mont Blanc had been formed there instead 
of the more rolling landscape. It is also the case 
that both locations are popular with tourists and 
carefully managed sites. Again, their beauty is 
constructed through management; it is not all 
necessarily natural, but everyone thinks that it is.

Rachel Blackwell

Our town, 2012, watercolour on paper, 19.7 ! 27.6 cm

This was once a forest, 2012, watercolour on paper, 17.5 ! 27.6 cm

All those hills, 2012, watercolour on paper, 19.7 ! 27.6 cm

Jet, 2012, watercolour on paper, 19.7 ! 27.6 cm

Born in Birmingham, 1984

Rachel Blackwell graduated in Fine Art in 2010  
and lives and works in Malvern, Worcestershire.  
She works predominantly in painting and has 
produced a series of four works in the medium  
of watercolour for Flood Alert. Be Prepared.
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Jeannie Brown Over the last year the subject matter of Brown’s 
paintings and prints has focused on her research  
of local rural communities of the late 18th century, 
particularly in relation to the history of the 
Enclosure Acts and the textiles collections of that 
era at Hereford Museum and Art Gallery. She is 
inspired by the socio-political landscape of rurality, 
by how communities were displaced from rural to 
urban environments. Empty farm buildings, and  
the cellular structures of rural plantation and textile 
patterning are evident throughout her work.

My work sets out to examine the landscape in 
relation to a derelict farm labourer’s cottage. I  
have used this place as a means of investigating the 
traces of the people who may have once inhabited it, 
comparing that past habitation to how the cottage 
exists in the present day. Decaying and inaccessible, 
the inner space can only be viewed from the outside 
and its only usage now is to shelter sheep.

Through my paintings, drawings and prints I seek 
to explore how human life marks a landscape long 
after life has disappeared. Through my eyes, the 
people of these rural communities of the past appear 
as ghostly images in a state of decay.”

Figure in a landscape 1, 2012, oil on canvas, 40 ! 40 cm

Born in Redditch, 1987

Luke Brown graduated in Digital Film Production 
in 2011. He is currently working as a freelance 
videographer making a range of films encompassing 
corporate and independent projects.

Luke Brown

Precipice, 2012, film still

Untitled, 2012, cement, sawdust and sand

Born in Colchester, 1966

Brian Cook graduated in Fine Art in 2012. He lives 
and works in Malvern, and with Stuart Layton, 
recently set up new artist-led studios, is _ Space,  
in Worcester.

Brian Cook Over the past three years Brian Cook’s practice, 
including the five sculptures shown in Flood Alert. 
Be Prepared, has been inspired by the history of 
Worcester Cathedral and his relationship with it.

I have become fascinated by how a place can hold  
a memory that allows the artist to form a link 
between the space that inspired the work and the 
creation of the work. It is the marks and traces left 
behind by those who have placed themselves within 
the walls of the cathedral that have led to my 
creative response in sculpture.

My latest body of work alludes to the occupation 
of the cathedral’s cloisters, which formed a central 
part of the living accommodation for Benedictine 
monks. This was the exact place from which the 
monks pursued their religious work. The cloisters are 
flanked by twenty-four columns that run along their 
north, east and south internal walls. Within each 
of these columns is a centrally set aperture and it is 
believed that the monks would have sat on either side 
of the columns when working on their transcripts. 
Each aperture allows one to see through to the other 
side of a column and, when observed from a corner 
of the internal walls, this viewpoint is amplified 
allowing onlookers to see straight through all the 
columns within their line of sight. The monks would 
have been monitored from this viewpoint to ensure 
that they were focusing on their transcripts rather 
than yielding to the temptation to look through the 
aperture of the column next to which they sat.

To make my work, I have created a conceptual 
process by means of which I do not hold full 
control over the outcome: the making process thus 
determines the final form. Conceiving of the aperture 
as a void for the monks, the forms of the sculptures 
in the exhibition have developed as a series of 
monoliths. Ideas of being observed and averting  
one’s gaze have resulted in the sculptural 
undulations, crevasses and textures of the sculptures, 
which encourage the spectator to unlock the view  
on the other side.”

Jeannie Brown graduated in Fine Art in 2012.  
She was born in Redditch and lives in Whitbourne, 
Herefordshire. Brown has a studio at is _ Space, 
Worcester.

My film Precipice uses montage to express the 
earth’s evolution, detailing some of its key and 
prolific events. The natural order is disrupted by  
the rise of humanity, which, in the place of green 
fields and forests, constructs vast cities. Humanity’s 
curiosity and thirst for knowledge eventually leads 
to man’s undoing, leaving only the machines.  
The machines evolve much faster than us, 
eventually developing conscious thought.  
My inspirations for the work include Sergei 
Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin (1925) and Arthur 
Lipsett’s Very Nice, Very Nice (1961). Both of 
these films express narrative through montage,  
from demonstrating an angry mob to creating  
new meaning through recycled footage and sound.”

“

“

“
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Born in Birmingham, 1965

Dawn Harris graduated in Fine Art in 2012.  
She lives and works in Studley, Warwickshire.  
Dawn is artist-in-residence at the National Trust’s 
Coughton Court, from May to November 2012. She 
is presenting two drawings and a sculptural work  
in Flood Alert. Be Prepared which form part of a 
larger body of work that alludes to the importance 
of the passing of time in the construction of identity. 

Dawn Harris RB Why did you choose drawing as your favoured 
medium?
DH I’ve always been encouraged to use various 
media and that has meant that I’ve often jumped 
between 2D and 3D. At the beginning of my course 
I did a lot of work with clay and ceramics, but it’s 
drawing that I felt I could really explore. Early on, 
like many people, I considered drawing as a prelude 
to a ‘proper’ piece of work, so I only used it as 
preparation, but I now feel very comfortable with  
it as a medium in its own right.

RB You’ve used the paper sculptural work in the 
exhibition as an inspiration for the other drawings, 
so how important is it to demonstrate a sense of 
process in your work?
DH I use the making of sculpture as a creative tool 
– through the tearing of the paper. These tears are 
the subject of the drawings, and I move between one 
format and the other in what constitutes a dialogic 
process. The two ways of working are in a constant 
cycle and neither has priority over the other. I’m 
interested in the disparity between the person who 
experiences the moment, and the person who is 
reflecting on that moment, in the present. There  
is a jarring caused by the juxtaposition of past  
and present moment which is important in my work 
because it produces a physical representation of the 
process. The separation of one moment from another 
created by the tearing technique creates a space 
that represents time. This proposes the impossibility 
of being the same person simultaneously in both 
past and present, and that the expression of  
a memory is different every time the memory  
is revisited.

RB Can you tell me about the diptych drawing?
DH The paper used is very lightweight – a 
Japanese paper called ‘kozo’. One side is quite 
rough; the one that I draw on with charcoal is 
smooth. Working on the paper is performative: 
because of the smoothness of the paper the 
powdered charcoal moves easily over the surface 
(whereas it would become ingrained in the paper’s 
rough side). I see the process of making the torn 
paper forms as a visual equivalent of how memories 
are conjured in the present moment, and how 
identity, thoughts and ideas shift and alter through 
time. The lines in the first work of the diptych are 
regular and distinct whereas, in the second part, 
they start to overlap in an attempted reconciliation 
of memories. It is an autobiographical work in many 
ways: my step father suffers from dementia and,  
on some days he is lucid in his memories while,  
on others, you ask him to reflect on the same things 
and he can’t place himself in that moment at all.

Untitled (drawing), 2012, charcoal on kozo paper, 70 ! 100 cm

Untitled (drawing), 2012, charcoal on kozo paper, 84 ! 60 cm

Born in Worcester, 1982

Joanne Henderson graduated in Fine Art in 2012 
and was awarded the Windsor and Newton Painting 
Prize at her degree show. She lives and works  
in Worcester and, in autumn 2012, she will begin 
studying for an MA in Fine Art at Birmingham 
City University.

Joanne Henderson

Bathroom, 2012, oil on canvas, 52 ! 56 cm

Bedroom, 2012, oil on canvas, 40 ! 50 cm

Henderson’s recent series of paintings, Rooms, 
depicts imagined domestic rooms rendered  
at distorted angles to explore the notion of the 
‘uncanny home’. These bleak interiors are inspired 
by horror and gothic literature, particularly Edgar 
Allan Poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher. Horror 
and gothic literature genres often hone in on the 
transformation of the house from a comforting  
space to a site that represents fear, menace and 
intimidation.

When I started drawing and sketching out the 
rooms the perspective became very skewed, so,  
as I started to paint, I wanted to retain that 
awkwardness by emphasising the angles using thick 
black lines. These encourage the viewer to focus  
on the strangeness and structure of the rooms, 
rather than on the objects within them or the 
colours of the palette. I wanted to create a dream-
like reality that is disturbing – something that  
we don’t necessarily expect of domestic interiors. 
The interiors are quite theatrical in that way and 
some look like stage-sets.

I’ve used collage in the paintings, applying real 
wallpaper directly to the walls within the paintings. 
The wallpaper patterns are very much out of scale 
with the rooms because, again, I wanted to disrupt 
the idea of the living room, kitchen, bathroom and 
bedroom being familiar domestic spaces. By using 
the wallpaper I can distort the structure of the 
interior without having to think about putting more 
objects in the spaces. The interior decoration also 
creates a sense of absence. I wanted to communicate 
that the rooms had been occupied and, even though 
now empty, that they still retained the traces of 
those who had lived there.”

Kitchen, 2012, oil on canvas, 35 ! 50 cm

“
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Born in Worcester, 1977

Lucinda Hodgetts graduated in Art & Design in 
2011. Hodgetts spent her early years in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba and returned to Worcester in 1999  
where she continues to live and work. She has 
created a new sculptural installation, Talisman,  
for the exhibition.

Lucinda Hodgetts

Untitled, installation, 2011, sugar, cotton thread and mealworms

Hodgetts’ intricate sculptural works and 
installations, using repugnant combinations  
of materials such as marzipan and hair, explore  
the space that exists between the seemingly 
opposite occurrences of attraction and repulsion, 
repugnance and fascination.

It is within this liminal space that I want  
the work that I create to live. Through making 
three-dimensional ‘sculptural’ objects I harness  
the connotations of the materials that I use in order  
to explore issues of the body in relation to gender, 
ritual, consumption, superstition and obsession.  
By binding together materials such as human  
hair, the skins and fur of animals and food and 
confectionary, I am considering the real and the 
artificial, coveting that which holds the power to 
induce a quiver of disgust or desire.

What superstitious alchemy occurs in the 
combination of such heavily ‘laden’ materials? What 
process of ‘digestion’ needs to happen in the mind’s 
eye (or perhaps more fittingly the ‘minds mouth’) in 
order to make these objects palatable to the viewer? 
It is my intention to infuse the objects that I craft 
with a certain threat, with a warning that they may 
be tainted in some way and that their corruption 
could easily be transferred to those who get too close.

Perhaps this close encounter in the intermediate 
state between loathing and yearning will encourage 
a dialogue centred on the fears and uncertainties 
associated with our corporeal selves, and with what 
menaces our clean and ordered lives.”

Humphreys has produced an experimental  
short film for Flood Alert. Be Prepared. The  
film, William Writes, aims to blur the usually 
concrete distinction drawn between literature and 
film as art forms. The subtitles slip from being 
explanatory to imaginary, and the title cards shift 
from the expositional to the narrative as words  
start to contradict the reality of the plot. The 
overarching idea is visually to reveal the hidden  
role of the screenwriter.

William is a (somewhat self-interested) writer 
penning a screenplay about his own life. As time 
progresses and the complexities of writing about 
writing become tangled and confusing, William 
struggles to keep a grasp of the boundaries between 
literature and film, and truth and escapism.”

James Humphreys

William Writes, 2012, film still

Untitled, installation, 2012, marzipan and hair

Born in Stafford, 1989

James Humphreys graduated in English Literature 
and Creative Digital Media in 2012. He lives and 
works in Worcester.

“

“
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Born in Galati, Romania, 1989

Diana Jaleru graduated in Digital Film Production 
in 2011. She lives and practices in London and 
currently works as an offline editor and motion 
designer. Diana is a poet and artist who focuses on 
allowing her audiences freely to draw their meanings 
from the content of her moving image sequences. 
She develops experimental films as well as 
documentaries, and combines these two very 
different forms of expression.

Diana Jaleru

In a Blink, 2011, film stills

As far back as I can remember I’ve always had  
a passion for cinema and the magic of movies;  
yet it was not until I picked up my first camera  
that this passion transformed to become love  
of making films. I have learned many valuable 
filmmaking skills during my three years at 
Worcester and have developed a particular  
interest in the roles of director of photography  
and cinematography. I have produced a range  
of films, variously narrative, documentary and 
experimental in form.

Human Essence was my first attempt at creating 
an experimental film. The film explores the concept 
of what it is to be human over time and the essence 
of a person that remains constant even though our 
bodies are constantly changing and aging. I used my 
family as the subject matter as I wanted to create a 
work with autobiographical and personal meaning – 
an approach similar to those of Stan Brakhage and 
Malcolm Le Grice, two of my biggest influences.” 

Robert Karban 

Human Essence, 2012, film still

I am a painter and generate work informed by  
my reflections on daily life, including aspects  
of youth culture, conversations, narratives, work, 
relationships and family life. These are then blended 
with painterly techniques to create scenarios in the 
paintings that combine both abstract and figurative 
imagery to suggest a space that is partly real and 
partly fictional. My intention is to invite the viewer 
to make links with their own ‘stories’ prompted by 
the scenarios and spaces in the work.”

Holly Kuehn

Bridgewalker, 2012, oil on canvas, 60 ! 90 cm

Hut, 2012, oil on canvas, 85 ! 90 cm

Her experimental film, In a Blink, manages  
‘second-hand media’, including footage taken in 
Romania, to reveal a process of negotiating space 
for personal identity in an alienating and inflamed 
world. The film combines the poetics of image  
and sound in an experimental documentary for  
the purposes of building an environment of personal 
vision and expression. Jaleru says that the only 
connection between her vision and the existing 
footage in the film rests in a cultural link and 
cultural understanding. Therefore, her project sets  
a challenge by showing a unique view born out of 
subconscious understanding of culturally specific 
visual imagery.

Born in Birmingham, 1987

Robert Karban graduated in Digital Film 
Production in 2012 and lives and works in 
Worcester. He is exhibiting the video work  
Human Essence for the exhibition.

Born in Worcester, 1987

Holly Kuehn graduated in Fine Art in 2012.  
She lives and works in Cradley. She uses oil and 
acrylic paint and is exhibiting two recent paintings, 
Bridgewalker and Hut.

“

“
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I am primarily concerned with the process of 
painting. My priority is making the work, which 
becomes very much a reflective process: it provides 
a place to think, where content and meaning are 
questioned and reasons for the inclusion of certain 
elements investigated. The influences and subject 
matter are quite specific, though taken from diverse 
sources including politics, news stories, the social 
climate, film, music and fairy tales, as well as  
the mundane or everyday occurrences that make  
up daily life. All these things are committed to 
memory, where specific details fade with time. 
However, particular items remain present in my 
imagination – items that, most often, are not easily 
understood. Elements such as geometric structures 
and shapes, dogs, cobwebs and boats, sometimes 
rendered in saturated colour, present the possibility 
of dual or even multiple meanings which might not 
be apparent immediately. As these elements are only 
memories; their exact details may be forgotten and 
subsequently replaced by imagined approximations 
which are then re-visualised, becoming personal 
recollections where the lines between the imagined 
and the factual are blurred.

As my ideas have become more complex, my 
surfaces have become inhabited with more figurative 
elements. I have also begun to use digital media  
to inform my work, by means of which I attempt  
to create ‘sketches’ in the form of non-narrative film. 
The production of video works is, in many ways, 
comparable to that of my construction process in 
painting. The limits of digital media were quickly 
revealed to me and I found that unwanted defects 
such as pixelation appeared in the work. Rather 
than attempting to rectify or avoid this, I have 
continued to push the software in order to intensify 
and exaggerate such defects, resulting in very 
short freezes in the footage where, upon occasion, 
unintentional tessellation occurs. These moments  
are akin to those that I attempt to achieve in 
painting: an overload of information resulting in 
momentary glitches, with the viewer not quite sure 
as to what is taking place. Therefore what is real  
and what is imagined become indistinguishable.”

Stuart Layton

Born in Walsall, 1972

Stuart Layton graduated in Fine Art in 2012 and 
lives and works in Malvern. He works in painting, 
film and video and has recently completed a series 
of commissioned paintings for the McLellan Centre 
at the University of Worcester. With Brian Cook, 
Layton has also recently set up a new artist-led 
studios, is _ Space, in Worcester. For Flood Alert.  
Be Prepared he is exhibiting paintings and a new 
film called The Club Woman Cometh which will  
be shown for the first time at The Hive. The film  
is a montage comprising, in part, personal histories 
of growing up in the Black Country of the 1970s 
and 1980s using found and Super 8mm footage of 
Bilston Carnival and the Rubery Owen Gala Day.

I feel better now you’ve gone, 2012, oil on canvas, 50 ! 76 cm

Paolo Alto, 2012, oil on canvas, 50 ! 76 cm

Marisa Lewis specialises in narrative illustration, 
often with special reference to picture book 
illustration in the broadest sense of the word.  
The picture book form has, over recent years, 
increasingly earned a readership beyond the very 
young with whom it is often associated. Unusual  
or challenging subject matter, intertextuality, 
playful – even self-indulgent – engagement with 
formal aspects of the book, all characterise the 
so-called post modern picture book. Following  
a growing trend fuelled by illustrators such as 
Shaun Tan and Wolf Erlbruch, Marisa explores  
the cross-over between the graphic novel and 
picture book forms and between adult and  
child readerships.

Marisa Lewis

Dinner with the Birds, 2012, pastels and Photoshop, 35 ! 20 cm30 Skulls in 30 Minutes, 2012, pastels and Photoshop, 35 ! 20 cm

Born in Worcester, 1990

Marisa Lewis graduated in Illustration in 2012.  
She lives and works in Worcester.

“
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Margetts creates idiosyncratic realities populated  
by demons, trolls, gingerbread men and ghoulish 
musicians plucking spindly sitars. His independent 
illustrations, realised in gig posters, underground 
comics and other work associated with popular 
culture and subculture, relate to what might  
be termed low art as well as Pop Surrealism.

The paintings of Hieronymus Bosch have been  
an endless inspiration and influence upon my 
illustration work. I admire the bizarre nature of  
his paintings, and understand that his extraordinary 
content was very out of the ordinary for the period 
in which it was painted. Scenes of bizarre ritualistic 
sects and incongruous torture fill the canvases  
with a truly macabre atmosphere, creating feelings 
in the viewer of both awe and bewilderment. 
Drawing inspiration from Bosch’s vision of Hell,  
my own interpretation features grotesque demons 
and monsters bearing down upon the worm-ridden 
landscape, with wrinkled, bulbous stomachs  
and repulsive sagging breasts. It also reveals  
the dark and sinister world that I envision Hell 
to be. The piece features revolting scenes of 
dismemberment, excessive vomiting and fanged, 
otherworldly creatures.”

Dan Margetts

Hell, 2012, giclee print, 84.1 ! 59.4 cm

My sculptures, made of sewn found textiles, 
polystyrene and thread, are both figurative and 
abstract at the same time, imposingly large in scale 
and suspended from the ceiling as a series of 
installation works. I was looking to explore the 
viscerality of human flesh and carnal relationships 
between human beings as well as thinking about 
their social relations. They are sinuous male and 
female forms seemingly in conversation and exclude 
both the symmetry and the imperfections of the 
human body.

My sculptures try to redress the notion that when 
we look at something we often describe its function 
rather than its visual form. These forms reflect upon 
social relations and appear to interact with intimacy. 
They are dominating and unapologetic works that 
rely on the human scale of the viewer to balance 
them. Each work is only really complete when the 
viewer moves around it, negotiating the physical 
space between them.”

Iosif Matyas

The Kiss, 2012, textiles and polystyrene

Born in Redditch, 1990

Casey Nokes graduated in Digital Film Production 
in 2012.

The Feeling of Fear, 2012, film stillsBorn in Worcester, 1985

Dan Margetts graduated in Illustration in  
2012. Margett’s giclee print, Hell, in homage  
to Hieronymus Bosch is being exhibited in  
Flood Alert. Be Prepared.

Born in Bucharest, Romania, 1988

Iosif Matyas graduated in Graphic Design and Fine 
Art in 2012. He studied Fine Art and Architecture 
in Bucharest and Prague and moved to Gibraltar  
in 2007. He has exhibited in group exhibitions in 
Bucharest and Gibraltar and currently lives and 
works in Worcester.

My interest in experimental film came from 
filmmakers like Maya Deren and Kenneth Anger. 
My film The Feeling of Fear attempts visually to 
reveal feelings and emotions that can be triggered 
by a single event. I wanted to explore different ways 
of evoking the feeling of fear, without illustrating 
that fear directly.” 

Casey Nokes

“

“

“
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What intrigues me most is the mixture of 3D  
and 2D drawing. My early work was strongly 
influenced by architectural drawings and what  
I saw around me influenced my choice of colours  
and lines. I have an African background and  
I have found myself adapting to and adopting 
different cultural values whilst in the UK.  
My work links these two cultures in a variety  
of ways through colour, surface and texture.

Materials that I use are found pieces of wood  
and MDF because, to me, they still have life in them 
and they will eventually decay, just like human flesh 
and bones. My work, The Electric Chair, made  
in 2010 was constructed from found wood and nails, 
and used belts. I like to make visible the process  
of making in my sculptures and intend them to  
be thought-provoking as well as to have a sense  
of humour.”

Ken Omom

The Electric Chair, 2010, wood and belts

Drawing Number SK505, 2012, collage and drawing, 30 ! 21 cm

Ellie Petrova is a versatile illustrator in command  
of very confident drawing skills as well as digital 
application. She works within the demanding 
advertising environment, where it is assumed  
that the illustrator will be technically capable to a 
high standard and able to interpret a brief and the 
profile of the intended client very accurately. Ellie’s 
independent work includes anthropomorphic graphic 
novels and comics aimed at an adult readership.

Ellie Petrova

Graphic novel page, 2010, pencil and watercolour on paper 
and Photoshop, 42 ! 30 cm

My Dog, 2012, Photoshop, 20 ! 42 cm

I’ve been making films, video art and installations 
using digital media since 2008, working with the 
fundamentals of photography and composing my 
own musical scores. I have attempted to focus  
my efforts on visual storytelling by working as 
cinematographer on the film projects that I have 
become involved with.

The concept for my film In Memoriam 
emerged from the notion of the recurrent dream, 
the subconscious association of images and the 
fragmentation of reality. I wanted to create a film 
that would reflect the autonomous processes of the 
subconscious and draw the viewer into the image 
as if it were an extension of their own subconscious 
thought. As a reflection of this, In Memoriam 
was constructed with two major goals in mind: to 
establish an atmosphere that would create a sense  
of immediacy and familiarity with its audience,  
and to embody a process that would draw from  
the automatism of the dream state.

In Memoriam illustrates East Asia from three 
stages of my family’s history by incorporating  
still photography from 1913, super 8mm footage  
from 1969 and High Definition video from 2012,  
and observations made by my great grandfather,  
my grandfather and myself respectively. In this way  
In Memoriam illustrates the cohesion of processes 
of recollection and the evolution of a subject across 
several generations. The three mediums reflect how 
time alters perception yet, by developing thematic 
constants through the association of colour, texture, 
and image, the essence of the subject is ultimately 
preserved.”

Aaron Raw

In Memoriam, 2012, film stills

Born in Nairobi, Kenya, 1985

Ken Omom graduated in Fine Art in 2010 and  
he has lived and worked in Worcester since 2007. 
He will be studying for an MA in Sculpture at 
Chelsea College of Art starting in autumn 2012. 
Omom originally studied graphic design at the 
international university in Cyprus, but moved 
towards a fine art practice concentrating on drawing 
and sculpture made from found, every day, and  
lo-fi materials such as cigarette packets, nuts and 
bolts, wooden pegs and pencils. He is interested  
in experimental approaches to scale, makes only  
very large or very small works and is intrigued  
by the relationship between the two-dimensional 
and the three-dimensional. Omom explores his 
interests by juxtaposing the found objects of chance 
with the deliberate drawing of shadow-like lines to 
create a direct connection between the object and 
the flat surface.

Born in Sofia, Bulgaria, 1988

Ellie Petrova graduated in Illustration in 2011  
and lives and works in Worcester.

Born in Stevenage, 1990

Aaron Raw graduated in Digital Film  
Production in 2012. He lives and works  
in Hitchin, Hertfordshire.

“

“
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Elliot Robinson

I listened to the Birds until I could no longer hear them, 2011, woodcut on kozo paper, 96 ! 156 cm

Jose Santos

Born in Oaxaca, Mexico, 1971

Jose Santos graduated in Fine Art in 2011  
and lives and works in Worcester. He studied 
printmaking in Mexico and at the London College 
of Printing before he moved to Worcester in 2008.

Mouse, 2012, monoprint, 65 ! 90 cm

Mother Nature I, 2012, ink on amate paper, 40 ! 50 cm

Santos is exhibiting four works in the exhibition: 
two monoprints, Mouse and Bird, and two works  
in ink, Mother Nature I and II – all on grainy 
Aztec amate paper which he sources on trips  
to Mexico.

Many years ago I saw a film from 1949 of Picasso  
in Vallauris, France, drawing on glass in front  
of a moving image camera. When I first viewed  
this footage his activity seemed effortless, but  
in producing my own monoprints I came to the 
realisation that it was not as easy as it looked.  
My series of monoprints including Mouse and Bird 
was not created instinctively or serendipitously at 
the time of making but, instead, is a product of my 
mind’s store of images gathered over a long period. 
My works are inspired by the natural world and  
the subconscious: it is a fleeting thought that ignites 
my creative process.

Mother Nature I and II are inspired by aerial 
landscapes of Mexico in particular; I work as 
a cartographer, using ink and natural dyes to 
create lines and shapes on amate paper (a paper 
traditionally made by the Aztecs). The ink leaks  
into the natural grain and scars of the paper and  
an instant connection is made with the notion of 
seeing the world from the air, from where natural and 
man-made divisions are apparent. Metaphorically, 
I see the scars of the paper as wounds and the 
physical landscape as designating marks of ownership 
and separation that too often become an excuse to 
discriminate against fellow human beings. The work 
provokes questions about issues of land boundaries 
and frontiers, of political and social divisions.”

Born in King’s Lynn, Norfolk, 1965

Elliot Robinson graduated in Fine Art in 2011.  
He lives and works in London where he is currently 
studying for an MA in Printmaking at Camberwell 
College of Art.

Elliot Robinson is exhibiting one coloured woodcut 
on kozo paper called I listened to the Birds until  
I could no longer hear them. The woodcut is part 
of a body of work made in 2011 which is based upon 
an exploration of narrative. The primary source for 
the work is a short story by Italo Calvino entitled 
The Odd Slipper. It serves to inform the drawings 
and prints but equally importantly it acts as  
a touchstone and reminder that these images are 
dealing with intangible ideas relayed in part by 
tangible things.

By placing selected passages of a text under  
close scrutiny I search for points and openings at 
which drawings can reveal something lying dormant 
within the words, but that are representative of a 
divergence from the narrative. What is presented, 
therefore, has connections to both the inside and 
outside of a story-world. A visual detail, no matter 
how small, correlates to a part of the journey 
through the narrative. Rather than allowing an 
image to rest at a solitary moment, however, I 
extend it further and make explicit its need to exist 
as a separate journey, complementary to the text.

A framework of lines appears within this series  
of drawings and prints; grid-like structures instil  
a sense of flatness across the surface. These, too,  
I consider journeys, scouring the ground in ways that 
reveal the mapping of the eye, pinpointing routes and 
locations in all their arbitrariness and necessity.”

“

“
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Film interests me on a large scale, from low-budget 
independent and experimental film to commercial 
genre movies. I have a special interest in 
documentaries and in the conflict that exists 
between ‘truthfulness’ and conveying ideas to  
create meaning through cinema.

My film, An Ants’ Nest, is a visual construction 
site concerning the world in which we live,  
that examines regimented and chaotic patterns.  
The film combines elements of natural, human, 
animal and artificial or architectural forms and 
patterns in movement, through quarterly framing. 
An Ants’ Nest tries to form an understanding of  
our apparently incomprehensibly diverse world and  
of what it consists. It shows the never-ending flow  
of change in experiences and how interconnected  
the different elements of life are.”

Heikki Simpulla

An Ants’ Nest, 2012, film stills

Jenni Thilman

Born in Helsinki, Finland, 1985

Jenni Thilman graduated in Fine Art in 2010.  
Jenni lived and worked in Worcester for four years 
until June 2012, when she moved back to Finland.

Untitled (Rabbit-men), 2010, ceramic figures

Born in Helsinki, Finland, 1985

Heikki Simpulla graduated in Digital Film 
Production in 2011.

Thilman works in ceramics and painting. In Flood 
Alert. Be Prepared she is exhibiting three pairs  
of what she terms ‘manimals’ – ceramic sculptures 
of anthropomorphic figures. Her work is informed  
by commonalities of animal and human behaviour, 
with her examination of the animal kingdom 
resulting in production of ‘bird ladies’, ‘bird angels’ 
and ‘rabbit men’. Thilman is interested in the 
casual, conversational dialogue between man and 
animal and in animal/human phenomena such  
as dogs looking like their owners (and vice versa).  
Each pair of ‘manimals’ constitutes a vignette  
of social relations, of a sinister or benign nature.  
It is true that a male rabbit will fight another male 
rabbit to the death and tear its combatant apart.  
The implication is that this ‘natural’ instinct is  
a violent one, and lies only just beneath a more 
apparently benign surface.

“
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Holly Wilson

Born in Redditch, 1989

Holly Wilson graduated in Illustration in 2011.  
She lives and works in Stourport-on-Severn, 
Worcestershire.

Beast, 2011, ink and Photoshop, 40 ! 30 cm

March Hare, 2011, ink and Photoshop, 30 ! 25 cm

We are a lively community of scholars, 
researchers and creative practitioners. 
To join the Institute is to be part of 
a rich culture of activity, shaped by 
the knowledge that academic work is 
exciting, enriching and empowering.
Professor Antonia Payne  
Head of Institute

Art, Design &   
Creative Digital Media
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For details about the courses that we offer or to attend an  
open day, please visit us online at www.worcester.ac.uk

“

“

Courses include

Holly Wilson’s decorative work in rich, glowing 
saturated colour lends itself to advertising as well  
as narrative environments. She combines drawing  
by hand with digital colouring, using her own 
scanned painted surfaces, photographs, fabrics  
and found objects. Her illustrations of children’s 
literature, as well as her own nonsense verse, 
demonstrate her ability to create intriguing 
characters in enchanting and beguiling 
environments.
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